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LOSS OF RUBBER SUPPLIES

Following is the text of a broadcast after the 6 p,m,
news by Lord Portal, Minister of Works and Buildings > on

the Government’s plan to make good the loss of rubber supplies

When last I spoke to you, just over three months ago, I inaugurated a

great national Salvage campaign. The response has been splendid and I wish to

thank you for what you have done. To-day I want to speak to you about another

most urgent matter RUBBER..

Every bomber must have its dinghy, its landing wheels, its oxygen masks,
its self-sealing tanks. That means RUBBER, Fighter -aircraft must have many of

those things, too, plus RUBBER caps for cannon guns. Pilots must have their life-

saving jackets, RUBBER again.

As you know, we are now engaged upon a huge programme for the production of

TANKS, Every TANK needs RUBBER - RUBBER for the 'control levers Rubber in the

road wheels that, carry the weight of the Tank on the tracks - Rubber for the

cables and so on.

Miles of insulated RUBBER cables go into our warships; and RUBBER is

used in the making of range-finders and eye-pieces for gun-sights.

Our merchant ships must be fitted with de-gaussing equipment to protect
them from mines - another call upon omr RUBBER supplies, RUBBER is used in steel

helmets, boots, and gas masks, ground sheets and all sorts of Army equipment,

RUBBER, too, is'needed for tyres - millions of them - for tanks, lorries, field

canteens, mobile repair shops, ambulances and scores of other vehicles.

That gives you some idea of the -tremendous importance of rubber to the war

effort, but, - the position in the Far East has had a serious effect on our Rubber

supplies.

This is no time for regret -it is time for ACTION, Our supplies of Rubber

for war purposes must be made good - QUICKLY, It is a matter of first-rate

importance and it must be done. In our own country, in our own homes, there are

at this moment huge quantities of waste rubber that can be reclaimed and put into

service again. Let me tell you of the Government’s three-fold plan and how you

can help.

First - every household is asked to yield up all its waste rubber - worn-out

rubber boots, rubber-soled'boots and shoes, hose pipes and tubing, old wringer

rolls, worn rubber mats from the bathroom, kitchen or sink, worn-out hot-water

bottles, sponges, tap and teapot spouts, rubber toys and balls - everything that is

no longer of any use.

Search it out and put it by in a separate heap for your local authority

to collect.

Secondly, those who use motor cars and bicyles are asked to take their

worn-out tyres NOW to their local garages, from whence they will be transferred

to Government dumps. And, here, let me ask for the co-operation of every garage
in the country. You can render a real service to the nation by entering whole-

heartedly into this scheme.

Motorists who are unable to move their tyres to garagesmay put them out

with their household salvage for their local authorities to collect.

/Thirdly,
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Thirdly, Rubber Economy - everyone must economise in the use of rubber#

If you wear rubber gloves for your work but could dispense with them, do so#

Don*t burn rubber of any kind - particularly electric cable - and d.o not use

rubber for anything unless it is absolutely essential# If you are a motorist,

take care of your tyres, and get them re-treaded before they have gone too far*

That, briefly, is the Government’s plan to fill the serious gap in our

rubber supplies* My Ministry - the Ministry of Works and Buildings -in

co-operation with the Ministry of Supply and. the Ministry of War Transport -

is responsible for the collection of waste rubber. Week by week the figures

will be put before me* Starting this week, I want to sec those figures grow

greater and greater* We can all do something to help - householders,

motorists, garages, factories, schools, clubs, voluntary organisations; everyone.

Remember we are now out, off from our main sources of rubber, : The situation is

urgent. There is. no time to lose. Put out your waste rubber* It is needed

NOW. Let the weekly increases in our figures be YOUR answer to this .appeal.
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